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Abstract— As a newly-proposed weighing-based clustering algorithm, WCA has improved performance compared with other previous clustering algorithms. But the high mobility of nodes will lead to high frequency of reaffiliation which will increase the network overhead. To solve this problem, we proposed an entropy-based WCA (EWCA) which can prompt the stability of the network. Meanwhile, in order better to facilitate the optimal operation of the MAC protocol and to further stabilize the network structure, this paper applies tabu search onto EWCA to choose a near optimal dominant set. Consequently, less clusterheads are required to manage the network. Simulation study indicates that the revised algorithm (EWCA-TS) has improved performance with respect to the original WCA, especially on the number of clusters and the reaffiliation frequency.



I. I NTRODUCTION Unlike traditional wireless networks, the Ad-hoc network is an infrastructureless network consisting of mobile autonomous moving nodes. Every node in the network performs as a router or a package forwarder. They interconnect with each other at the same peer level to enable the network function. Although originally designed for military purpose, now it has been used in various civilian applications in the last decade. Since ad hoc networks differ to traditional hierarchical networks, its tremendous importance and the lack of rigorous methodologies motivate the in-depth research in this area. Analogous to traditional cellular networks, the partitioning in ad hoc networks, known as clustering, is used to solve the inefficient use of power and bandwidth for every node to communicate directly. Each cluster elects one clusterhead, the upper layer node, to manage the cluster and coordinate with other clusters. The set of clusterheads is known as dominant set. Several heuristics have been proposed to choose clusterheads in ad hoc networks, such as Highest-Degree heuristic [1], [2], Lowest-ID heuristic [3]–[5], Node-Weight heuristic [6], [7], etc. The Weighted Clustering Algorithm (WCA) was firstly proposed by M. Chatterjee, S. K. Das and D. Turgut [8]. A node is selected to be the clusterhead when it has the minimum weighted sum of four indices: the number of potential members; the sum of the distances to other nodes in its



radio distance; the node’s average moving speed (where less movement is desired); and time of it being a clusterhead (this takes battery life into account). When a node has moved out of its cluster, it will firstly check whether it can be a member of other clusters. If such a cluster exists, it will detach from current cluster and attach itself to that one. The process of joining a new cluster is known as reaffiliation. If the reaffiliation fails, the whole network will recall the clusterhead election routine. One disadvantage of WCA is high reaffiliation frequency when network scenario changes very fast. High frequency of reaffiliation will increase the communication overhead. Thus, reducing the amount of reaffiliation is necessary in ad hoc networks. In practice, to better facilitate the management of the network, a good dominant set that each clusterhead handles the maximum possible number of mobile nodes is required. But the underlying optimal assignment problem is an NPhard combinatorial optimization problem [9], which is essentially the problem of the selection of minimum dominating set in graph theory. Several approximation algorithms [10]– [12] were applied to this problem and achieved improved performances compared with the original WCA. As discussed above, in this paper, we tackle with these two problems. Firstly, we replace one term in the original weight formula, the average moving speed of nodes, by the entropy of local networks. By using this more reasonable and comprehensive measure of the mobility of the network, the reaffiliation frequency can be effectively reduced. Secondly, tabu search is a powerful technique to solve complex combinatorial optimization problem and was proved to be more effective than other approximation algorithms in solving the problem of the selection of minimum dominating set [13]. Thus based on the revised combined weight formula, we further use tabu search to optimize the clusterhead election routine which is beneficial in forming near optimal dominant sets. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we briefly introduce the clusterhead election routine in the basic WCA and its simulated annealing optimized version. In Section III, we present the proposed algorithm EWCA and



EWCA-TS. Simulation results and comparisons are presented in Section IV while conclusions are offered in Section V. II. T HE W EIGHTED C LUSTERING A LGORITHM In this section, we briefly describe the basic WCA algorithm and its simulated annealing optimized version, which serve as both the basis for and performance gauge of the proposed algorithm. Here we only concern on the algorithmic aspect of the clusterhead election routine, other details can be seen in [8]. A. The Basic WCA After nodes have obtained enough information and created its neighbor list, the WCA calculates the weighted sum of node v using Wv = w1 ∆v + w2 Dv + w3 Mv + w4 Pv



(1)



where ∆v is the degree-difference between the number of members of node v and the number it can handle under ideal condition, Dv is the sum of the distances of the members to node v, Mv is the average speed of the node, and Pv is the accumulative time of node v being a clusterhead. w1 , w2 , w3 and w4 with w1 + w2 + w3 + w4 = 1 are the corresponding weighing factors. The node with the minimum Wv is chosen to be the clusterhead. Once a node becomes the clusterhead, either that node or its members will be marked as “considered". Then the election process interacts on all “unconsidered" nodes (Initially, all nodes are “unconsidered"). The election algorithm will terminate once all the nodes have been considered. B. The Simulated Annealing Optimized WCA (WCA-SA) To minimize the total weight of the dominant set thus give improved network performance, [10] introduced simulated annealing (SA) to optimize the clusterhead election routine. Initially, SA starts at a random solution (dominant set) and a predefined initial temperature. In each iteration, SA does a random walk over the solution space by performing Monte Carlo samplings. Metropolis criterion is used to determine the solution moves, that is if the new solution is better than the current one (the total weight is smaller), then the move is accepted, otherwise it is decided by a certain probability associated with the current temperature and the difference between two solutions. After the Monte Carlo block in each iteration, the temperature is decreased (annealing), which is beneficial to jump out of local minima and meanwhile make a balance between exploration and exploitation ability of the algorithm. III. T HE P ROPOSED A LGORITHM A. Entropy-based WCA (EWCA) Higher reaffiliation frequency will lead to more recalculations of the cluster assignment, hence, increase the communication overhead. This phenomenon invokes us looking for better criterion of clusterhead election in order to form a more “stable” network.



In the paper of Beongku An and Symeon Papavassiliou [14], they introduced an entropy-based model for evaluating the route stability in Ad hoc networks. Entropy presents uncertainty and a measure of the disorder in a system. So we consider it a better methodology to measure the stability and the mobility of the ad hoc network. → Denote the positions of node m and n at time t as − p (m, t) − → and p (n, t) respectively. The positions of nodes are calculated periodically during a time interval ∆t . The relative position between node m and n at time t is defined as : − → → → p (m, n, t) = − p (m, t) − − p (n, t) (2) The variable feature of the system (network) considered here is the relative position between two nodes, m and n. It is defined as N 1 X − |→ p (m, n, ti )| (3) am,n = N i=1 where ti refers to the time instant associated with the i-th calculation and N is the number of discrete times ti within the time interval ∆t . Then we can define the entropy. Denote the entropy of node m as Hm (t, ∆t ). We have P − k∈Fm Pk (t, ∆t ) log Pk (t, ∆t ) Hm (t, ∆t ) = (4) log C(Fm ) P where Pk (t, ∆t ) = (am,k / i∈Fm am,i ). In the relation by Fm we denote the set (or any subset) of the neighboring nodes of node m, and by C(Fm ) the cardinality (degree) of set Fm . In this paper, Fm refers to the local network centered by node m, hence Hm presents the stability of this local network, the set of all nodes that can reach node m in one hop. It should be noted that the entropy, as defined here, is small when the change of variable values in the given region is severe and large when the change of the values is small [14]. We replace one term of (1), the average speed of nodes (Mv ), by the entropy defined in (4). Hence, the new formula to calculate Wv becomes : Wv = c1 ∆v + c1 Dv + c3 (−Hv ) + c4 Pv



(5)



where c1 , c2 , c3 and c4 are weighing factors. Simulation study given later will indicate that this replacement can effectively reduce the frequency of reaffiliation, especially for networks consisted by high-speed moving nodes. B. The Tabu Search Optimized EWCA (EWCA-TS) The idea of tabu search (TS) was firstly proposed by Fred Glover [15] [16]. Inspired by human intelligence procedure, TS has achieved great success on combinatorial optimization problems. In order to avoid the entrapment in local minima, TS introduces a policy to forbid certain classified moves. Attributes with good fitness value are marked in the tabu list to prevent cycling so that the solution space can be enlarged. TS undertakes an adaptive tabu list and associates tabu strategy to guarantee the diversity of search. Meanwhile, to prevent



the loss of promising solutions, TS introduces Aspiration Criterion. If the fitness of a solution advances “best so far" state, we ignore its tabu status and moreover, we adopt it as the current solution directly. The process of the simple TS is given as follows. Step 1: Randomly generate an initial solution s. Empty the tabu list. Denote the best fitness value as f ∗ = f itness(s) and the optimal solution s∗ = s. Step 2: Generate specified number of neighboring trial solutions s′ of s. Evaluate the quality of neighboring solutions using fitness function. Choose solutions of high fitness values as candidates. Step 3: For candidate s′ , check whether the aspiration criterion is satisfied. If not, jump to step 4. If satisfied, set current solution s and the optimal solution s∗ as s′ and the best fitness value f ∗ = f itness(s′ ). Meanwhile, add the associated attribute of s′ into the tabu list and set its tenure as the tabu length. The tenures of all existing attributes will be updated either. Step 4: Check the tabu status of associated attributes of all candidates. Choose the fittest non-tabued solution from the candidate set as the current solution s. Then tabu its associated attribute. Update tenure of all tabued attributes in the tabu list. Step 5: Repeat above steps until specified iteration time is reached. Neighborhood structure, candidates, tabu length, tabu attributes and aspiration criterion are key factors that affect the performance of tabu search algorithm. Neighborhood function reflects the aspect of local neighborhood search. The purpose of tabu list is to avoid cycling search. Aspiration criterion is an award to good candidates, preventing loss of promising solutions. Due to TS having adaptive memory ability, aspiration criterion and tolerance to bad solutions, it has a strong “climbing" ability which enhances the probability of obtaining the global optimum. In practice, in order better to balance the network load, prompt the stability of clusters and prolong the lifetime of the network, we need to choose a good dominant set in which each clusterhead handles the maximum possible number of mobile nodes. Thus, it will better facilitate the optimal operation of the MAC protocol and reduce the number of clusterheads. Meanwhile, the overhead on network communication will be reduced. Given the success of TS in optimizing minimum dominating set problem, we propose a TS approach to optimize the EWCA for further improvement on performance, especially in terms of reducing the amount of reaffiliation frequency and the number of clusterheads. The pseudo-code of EWCA-TS is given as follows. PThe goal of TS is to minimize the objective function F (s) = v∈s Wv , which is the total weight of the dominant set. In the pseudo-code of EWCA-TS, s is the current solution (dominant set). s∗ is the best known solution, F ∗ is the best fitness value found so far. T L is short for tabu length which limits the maximum tenure of tabued attributes in the



Algorithm 1 EWCA-TS 1: Randomly generate an initial solution s, s*←s,F *←F (s), T abu_List ← ∅. 2: repeat 3: Generate N S neighboring solutions of s and sort them by the fitness value. 4: Select CS best candidate solutions from sorted neighboring solutions. 5: for each solution si in CS sorted candidates do 6: if F (si ) < F ∗ then 7: s*←si , F *←F (si ). Tabu the associated attribute of si . Set its tenure to T L 8: else if si has not been tabued then 9: s←si . Tabu the attribute associated to si . Set its tenure to T L 10: end if 11: end for 12: Update T abu_List 13: until M AX_IT iteration time is reached 14: Dominant set (clusterhead set)← s*



tabu list. When the tenure of a tabued attributes is 0, this attribute will be erased. CS stands for the size of the candidate set. N S means the size of neighborhood solution set from which the algorithm selects CS candidates with highest fitness value. M AX_IT is the maximum iteration time. A good neighborhood structure can effectively improve the quality of solutions and accelerate the convergence. We utilize the following neighborhood solution generating procedure. Step 1: Randomly discard the clusterhead property of two cluterheads, c1 and c2 . Meanwhile, members of c1 and c2 lost their affiliations. Prohibit c1 and c2 from being clusterhead in newly-generated dominant set. Step 2: For all nodes, if one node is neither a clusterhead nor a cluster member, and its degree is less than a predefined maximum degree, this node becomes a clusterhead. Step 3: Set all other unassigned nodes to be clusterheads. New dominant set generated by this procedure contains both the part of original dominant set and random components. This will make TS better explore the space of potential solutions. Note: tabu attribute in the tabu list is not the solution (dominant set) itself but the two discarded clusterheads c1 and c2 . IV. S IMULATION S TUDY This section contains three parts. The first part evaluates the effect of replacing average speed by entropy in terms of reducing reaffiliation frequency. The second part evaluates the effect of introducing tabu search in terms of reducing number of clusters, comparisons between SA and TS are also made. The last part gives an overall comparison on network performances among five approaches(WCA, EWCA, WCATS, WCA-SA and EWCA-TS). A random waypoint mobility model is adopted in all three parts.



A. Evaluation of Introducing Entropy In order to demonstrate the influence of entropy, we set the weighing factors in original WCA as w1 = w2 = w4 = 0, w3 = 1 and the weighing factors in EWCA as c1 = c2 = c4 = 0, c3 = 1. Thus, only contrast the effectiveness of the entropy and the average speed in terms of reducing reaffiliation. 3.5
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B. Evaluation of Introducing Tabu Search
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Fig. 1. Reaffiliation per unit time vs. transmission range, max_disp=30, number of nodes=30



In this subsection, to demonstrate and fairly compare the effects of the optimization, we apply SA and TS respectively onto the clusterhead election routine of the original WCA. Firstly, comparison on minimizing the cost function (the objective function defined in Section III-B) between SA [10] and TS is made. The convergence graph on a problem instance is shown in Fig. 3.
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out of the transmission range of its clusterhead. Hence the reaffiliation phenomenon is not obvious in these intervals and this is also the reason why the curve reaches a peak and drops then. Since EWCA has better performance in transmission range 20 to 40, we take a deeper investigation to this scenario. We keep the number of nodes 30 and the transmission range 30 fixed, the relationship between reaffiliation frequency and maximum displacement is illustrated in Fig. 2 . We observhe that WCA and EWCA have similar reaffiliation frequency when max_disp is small. The larger the max_disp is (the faster nodes move), the more obvious the reaffiliation frequency difference between WCA and EWCA becomes. EWCA can reduce about 30% reaffiliation frequency of WCA when mobile nodes are moving fast.
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Fig. 2. Reaffiliation per unit time vs. maximum displacement, number of nodes=30, tx_range=30



Fig. 3.
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Convergence graph of TS and SA on a problem instance



9.5 9 Average number of clusters



We simulate a system of 30 nodes on a 100 × 100 grid. The relationship between reaffiliation frequency and transmission range (tx_range) is illustrated in Fig. 1. The nodes could move in all possible directions with displacement varying from 0 to a maximum value (max_disp). Considering the reaffiliation phenomenon is obvious in networks with high-speed moving nodes, we choose the maximum displacement as 30. Fig. 1 indicates that reaffiliation per unit time of EWCA is lower obviously in transmission range 20 to 40, compared with the original WCA. EWCA and WCA has similar reaffiliation per unit time in other intervals. We explain the reason as follows. When transmission range is small, every clusterhead only manages few nodes, so the reaffiliation frequency is not high. While the transmission range becomes large, one cluster can cover a large area. Thus, it is not easy for a node to move
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Fig. 4. Average number of clusters vs. maximum displacement, number of nodes=30, tx_range=30



Methods WCA



WCA-SA



WCA-TS



EWCA



EWCA-TS



N 20 30 40 20 30 40 20 30 40 20 30 40 20 30 40



Cost 118.79 166.37 212.21 106.57 148.54 192.58 97.11 134.80 175.87 57.12 66.18 72.07 46.33 52.79 59.39



Clusters 8.21 9.33 9.96 7.04 7.41 7.83 6.45 7.25 7.88 7.91 9.08 9.67 6.41 7.01 7.62



Reaffiliation 2.05 3.21 4.32 1.57 2.17 2.93 1.44 2.15 2.81 1.87 2.94 3.85 1.28 1.88 2.47



TABLE I M EAN VALUES OF SIMULATION RESULTS . MAX _ DISP =30, MAX DEGREE =10, TX _ RANGE =30



In TS, we set T L = 5, CS = 20, N S = 50 and M AX_IT = 50. In SA, the parameters are the same to that in [10], that is, the maximum number of iterations is set to 50, the initial temperature T0 =50, the constant used to reduce the temperature α=0.9 and the number of sample solutions checked before decreasing the temperature L=100. From Fig. 3, we can see both two algorithms converge fast and provide good solutions in early iterations. But SA tends to stagnate in the search space in late iterations and converged prematurely, thus little chance to improve the final solution quality. In contrast, TS can effectively get rid of the entrapment in local minima and persistently optimize the problem. Fig. 4 shows the average number of clusters with the varying max_disp. Both two optimized WCAs reduced the number of clusters since each clusterhead handles the maximum possible number of nodes. Among the three, TS achieved the best result. C. An Overall Comparison In this subsection, among five algorithms (WCA, WCASA, WCA-TS, EWCA and EWCA-TS), we offer an overall comparison on three metrics (cost, average number of clusters and reaffiliation frequency) with varying number of mobile nodes. The results are listed in Table. I. Each entry in the table is an average of 20 runs. N means the number of nodes, varying P from 20 to 40. The cost is defined as v∈S Wv which is also the objective function to be minimized. “Clusters” means the number of clusters and “reaffiliation” means the reaffiliation frequency. Since we mainly concern about the number of clusters and the network stability in this paper, we set the weighing factors as 0.6, 0.05, 0.3, 0.05 in the simulation. Practically, this configuration should be adjusted according to the system requirements. The performances of five algorithms can be viewed in Table. I, it should be noted that the costs of WCA/WCASA/WCA-TS and EWCA/EWCA-TS are incomparable since
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